
Life cycle of an article at 
CDS

Simbad objects (16)

Scientific 
expertise

Meeting with at least 
2 astronomers and 

1 documentalist

Priority 
status

Around NGC 5272...

DJIN is a supervised tool 
extracting the possible names 
of astronomical objects from an 
article. After careful checking, 
the objects are then associated 
to the reference in SIMBAD.

An acronym is created  
if needed.

Large tables  are standardized
described and inserted into 
the FTP and VizieR.

Large tables with priority 1 
are ingested into SIMBAD 
after cross-identification 
with the database via the 
COSIM program.

Access through Aladin and 
other VO tools and diverse 
CDS services is maintained 
by CDS developers in close 
relation to the users' needs.

Everything begins with 
astronomer's data.



The role of documentalists in the 
CDS workflow

DJIN : Aline, Magali, Evelyne, Philippe

Dictionary : Marianne, Fabienne

VizieR : Patricia, Emmanuelle, Sylvain

COSIM : Catherine, Fabienne, Mihaela



  

1. The « DJIN team »

DJIN is a supervised 
tool extracting the 
possible names of 
astronomical objects 
from an article. After 
careful checking, 
the objects are then 
associated to the 
reference in 
SIMBAD. Simbad objects (12)



  

1. The « DJIN team »



  

2. The Dictionary of Nomenclature

An acronym 
is created if 

neaded



  

3. The « VizieR team »

Large tables are standardized 
and described and inserted into 
the FTP and into VizieR.

Scientific
experise



  

4. The « COSIM team »

Large tables with priority 1 
are ingested into SIMBAD 
after cross-identification 
with the database via the 
COSIM program.

All scores 
combined
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